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INTRODUCTION
Home economics was first Included In the high school curricu-
lum as a special subject. The emphasis in the early programs of
home economics was on the devices, techniques, and skills used in
housekeeping. Prom this narrow concept it has broadened to in-
clude a concern with all that affects individual and family life—
the feeding, clothing, and housing of the family, the care and
guidance of children, the management of time and income, the pro-
tection of health, healthful living conditions, care of the sick,
and the everyday social relationships both inside and outside the
family group. Many early home economics teachers entirely sepa-
rated "so-called" theory and laboratory work. The learner was
neither able nor expected to apply much of what was taught in
school to everyday life situations. The Federal Vocational Edu-
cation Act passed in 1917, and the consequent development of the
vocational program, made important the home use of school learn-
ing. As familiarity with actual home conditions increased it
brought about many changes in teaching. As these real-life prob-
lems were investigated and given importance the many aspects and
angles of home and family living brought the need for a variety
of books dealing with all the many areas of homemaking, and read-
ing became an important aspect of home economics education.
Because home economics is a broad and rapidly changing field
it is very dependent for success upon recent reading materials
which are broad in scope, complete, and reliable, It is not suf-
ficient to have one textbook for a course from which assignments
are made, studied, and recited upon as such and which is followed
so closely that it is practically a course of study. When a
question needs answering or a problem arises the information in
the textbook is Just one source of information. If one source is
accepted as the word of authority, the educational aims of acquir-
ing a scientific attitude, the ability to think, and the ability
to direct one's education are defeated. Many books should be
available presenting various points of view, as sources of data to
be evaluated in finding the best answer. The completeness, the
reliability, and the recency of the material are all aspects which
assume importance.
Home economics is concerned with one of the basic institutions
of society,—home and family life. To present complete up-to-date
aterial on all the various phases of homemaking it draws on many
fields of knowledge. Changing social conditions and new informa-
tion or experience affecting home and family life precludes as suf-
ficient the use of only one textbook. Not only will these new
points of view, new knowledge, be made available more easily but
also will be brought to bear on problems, whether personal or from
the classroom, more often if the pupils are in the habit of going
to many sources.
Many of the magazines of today are designed to serve the needs
of the home and the homemakerj some to meet specifically the needs
of the teenager. Whether during school years or in the years
afterward, magazines are one source of information which helps to
keep people abreast of the times. Many magazines have testing
agencies, have specialists on their staffs to report to the reader
the results of their findings. Pupils should be taught
to evalu-
ate such material. While much of it is reliable and complete,
some
is less carefully prepared. Since printed material affects
peo-
ple's living throughout the greatest proportion of their lives
pupils should be taught to look at all material carefully. It
is
important that they be able to interpret directions correctly from
the printed page.
Since acquiring knowledge after one has finished his formal
education depends upon his own initiative, teachers should help
pupils to become self-reliant and able to find materials for them-
selves. Pupils should be thoroughly acquainted with the sources
of information available, with the methods and procedures for
obtaining information about a topic, and they should be helped to
develop a critical and challenging attitude toward the material
read*
Though reading and the use of reading materials is an im-
portant part of the total educational program, information is not
available as to how home economics teachers are actually using
reading materials or the scope and recency of these materials.
The purpose of the study was to provide school administrators,
teacher-training institutions, and home economics teachers with
information concerning reading materials and the use made of these
in certain Kansas high school home economics departments.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
A review of the literature indicated that studies dealing
primarily with the use of reading and reading materials in home
economics departments were extremely limited. As far as could be
ascertained no study of this type has been made in Kansas. There
were, however, a few reported in this state and other states that
were somewhat related to the subject or had included certain of
its aspects. A number of authorities in the field who have writ-
ten on methods and materials for teaching have considered the im-
portance of reading and the need for a wide range of reliable
reference materials.
Considering the importance of reading in learning science
Helss, Oburn, and Hoffman (19^0) stated that reading is the
method most widely used by young people in collecting evidence.
The types of reading were listed as reading for comprehension,
reading for fact-finding, reading for retention, reading for analy-
sis and evaluation, and reading for enjoyment. Each involved dir-
ferent techniques and skills. These writers believed that if
teachers were aware of the different types of reading which might
be encountered at the secondary level, more effective reading would
be realized as it would make possible more helpful guides to les-
son preparation. Since reading is an essential method in problem
solving, these authors Indicated that the teachers should assume
the responsibility of the development of effective reading hab-
its and an intelligent use and understanding of such teaching aids
as the glossary, index, boldface type, italics and underlining.
This would apply equally to home economics.
Schorling (19**0) stated that poorly trained teachers still
use the textbook as a crutch upon which to lean but that creative
teachers had discovered that a single textbook is rarely adequate
for the needs and interests of all pupils. He recommended that
enough copies of three or four supplementary textbooks for all the
pupils in a class to use effectively be made available and that
the books used be fairly recent and up-to-date,
Spafford (19^2) expressing herself on the importance of teach-
ing materials stated that books provide the most important single
source of educational materials for teachers and pupils. She
recommended that the library be thought of as a constantly grow-
ing source of materials and that a consciousness of the breadth of
each phase of home economics be instrumental in the selection of
reference books. Since books selected should be readable and re-
liable, and reliability may be based upon recency, she suggested
a teacher might find it desirable to buy only a few books of a kind,
planning so that one copy could do the work of several, in order
to keep adding new books as they came out.
The importance of reading and reading materials has been well
recognized by the State Board for Vocational Education. This Board
has maintained for years a vocational loan circulating library for
home economics teachers of day schools and adult classes. Two
books may be borrowed at a time for a period of two weeks. Avail-
able also from this same source is a list of suggested reference
books for home economics departments. The suggested minimum is
at least 30 up-to-date reference books covering the various areas
of homemaking. A recommended minimum magazine reference list is
also provided as a guide for the vocational homemaking teachers
in selecting magazines for their departments. The magazines have
been grouped according to general content with an additional list
of magazines desirable when funds permit, as well as a group of
suggested magazines for teacher reference.
The home economics programs in 31 Kansas senior high schools
were investagated by Xadell (19^f) in regard to the curriculum
offerings and the methods used. She obtained the data from the
home economics teachers of the senior high schools by means of
check lists. She found that the textbooks used in home economics
in senior high schools were principally the state adopted ones and
a few other supplementary books. The list of reference books sub-
mitted indicated the largest number of reference books were in
the home living area, though few were found in child development,
interior decorating, and home nursing. Many of the books in the
foods and clothing areas were old and out-of-date.
The homemaking libraries in 31 high schools in Idaho were
studied by Freeman (19^-7). She obtained her data from the home
economics teachers of these high schools by means of a survey and
check-sheets. There was evidence of a large number of obsolete
books which indicated a need for a re-evaluation of books and the
replacement of useless ones. She found that there was a need for
improved planning to provide a wider range of adequate, up-to-date
reference material. The greatest number of books were in the
areas of foods and clothing, composing a little over half the
total. The more recent publications pertained to child care and
guidance, housing, home management, and health and home nursing.
However, 30.06 per cent of all the books were copyrighted prior
to 1935.
Hinman (19**7) gave six reasons for the need of new or re-
vised, up-to-date home economics textbooks for high school use.
Her first reason was the expansion of the home economics curricu-
lum. New courses have been incorporated into the curriculum and
books written on subjects which previously were a part of one text.
Secondly, the subject matter of home economics has been enriched
to Include attitudes, responsibilities, psychological, and social
aspects of home and family living, so that material in textbooks
needs to be written from this standpoint. The third was that the
number enrolled in home economics classes has increased and hon»
economics has expanded into urban centers. Fourth, more home
economics courses have been offered to both boys and girls so more
of the textbooks should be written for both sexes. Fifth, home
economics teachers have been making an increased use of supple-
mentary materials so textbooks should contain lists of visual
aaterial, pamphlets, and other teaching aids. The sixth reason
was the realization of all educators today that schools must pre-
pare students for living, for making a living, or for going to
college, and that high school is the place where the greatest num-
ber of pupils are exposed to information they need to become well-
adjusted people, successful marriage partners, good parents, and
effective citizens. Home economics courses are one way in which
this much needed information can be well imparted.
Books and reading materials are of great importance as teach-
ing and learning sources for teachers and pupils. The broad and
changing field of hone economics necessitates the provision of
reference material which is broad in scope and reliable. The
studies reviewed herein indicate that the importance of reading
and reading material for the establishment and maintainence of
effective teaching and learning is well realized.
METHOD OF PROCEDURE
The data for this study were obtained by means of a check
list and interviews with home economics teachers in 61 high
schools in Kansas (Appendix). The check list in its construction
was checked by members of the Home Economics Education staff and
several high school home economics teachers. After the trial
checkings, revisions were then made accordingly.
Letters asking the teachers to participate in the study were
sent to home economics teachers in 50 vocational departments and
50 nonvocational departments in high schools having an enrollment
between 100 and **O0 selected at random (Appendix). A check list
was then sent to or was used for interview with those teachers
indicating a willingness to participate. The nonvocational de-
partments are those not reimbursed by federal and state funds for
vocational education; the vocational departments are those that
are reimbursed by these funds. Thirty teachers in nonvocational
departments and 31 teachers in vocational home economics depart-
ments took part in this study. The data obtained from the check
sheets of the 61 teachers were tabulated, analyzed, and summarized.
FINDINGS
The teachers of home economics in 6l Kansas high schools
participated in this study. Included were 30 teachers in nonvo-
cational home economics departments and 31 teachers in vocational
home economics departments in schools having an enrollment between
100 and *K)0.
The schools with nonvocational home economics departments
were Ashland, Attica, Beloit, Burlington, Claflin, Dighton, Ells-
worth, Florence, Galena, Glrard, Herington, Hudson, Jetmore,
Kiowa, Lamed, Lewis, Mankato, Mulvane, Moundridge, Nickers on, Oak-
ley, Oswego, Peabody, Perry, Sharon Springs, Sterling, Tribune,
Troy, Turner, and Washington,
The schools with vocational home economics departments were
Atwood, Belleville, Caldwell, Cherryvale, Cimarron, Colby, Con-
cordia, Ellis, Frankfort, Hanover, Harper, Hill City, Holton,
Horton, Howard, Humboldt, Inman, La Crosse, Lincoln, Linn, McCune,
Mound City, Plainville, Pleasonton, Quinter, St. Francis, Silver
Lake, Stafford, Syracuse, Wak'eeney, and Wamego*
In the 31 high schools with vocational home economics depart-
nents, nine offered a two year home economics curriculum and 22
offered a three year home economics curriculum* Two had a sepa-
rate class for boys and two a "mixed" class for both boys and
girls. Generally, the areas taught during a year in the vocation-
al home economics departments were rather evenly balanced for the
first year between related art, foods, and clothing, for the sec-
ond year between home living, foods, and clothing, and for the
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third year between home living, foods, and clothing. The number
of pupils enrolled in the vocational home economics departments
in first year home economics ranged from 5 to 2h with a median
of 20, in second year home economics from 5 to 31 with a median of
15, and in third year home economics from k to 17 with a median of
10.5*
In the 30 high schools with nonvocational home economics de-
partments, 5 offered a two year home economics curriculum and 25
offered a three year home economics curriculum. There were none
in this group that offered a boys home economics class but four
offered a "mixed" class for boys and girls. The areas taught dur-
ing a year were generally not as evenly balanced as in the schools
offering the vocational program* The areas taught in the nonvo-
cational departments in first year home economics were largely
those of foods and clothing, in second year home economics the
areas taught were still primarily those of foods and clothing,
and for the third year most of the teachers taught only home liv-
ing. The number of pupils enrolled in the nonvocational hcaa©
economics departments ranged in first year home economics from
h to 52 with a median of 16, in second year home economics the
range was 7 to 38 with a median of 16, and in third year home eco-
nomics the range was h to Mf with a median of 11.
In the nonvocational home economics departments there was a
greater tendency to teach only one or two areas of home economics
during a semester or year (Table 1). When only one area was
taught during a year, that area was more often clothing the first
year, foods the second year, and home living the third year. When
11
two areas were taught during a year generally foods and clothing
were taught the first two years and home living with related art
or clothing were taught the third year. There were a fewer num-
ber of the nonvocational home economics departments that taught
three areas during a year and there were none that offered all
four of the areas to any one class during a year#
Table 1. Areas taught during a year.
l.onyocataqqal Vocational
Areas tlst vr.Y2nd vr.:3rd yr.Vlst yr.sgnd yr,i3rd yH
Home living
Related Art
Foods
Clothing
Home Living
Related Art
Foods
Clothing
Home Living
Related Art
Foods
Clothing
Home Living
Related Art
Foods
Clothing
i'/hen one area was taught
11
1 1
7 10 1
10 6
When two areas were taught
1 7
2 5
10 6 1
10 7 3
When three areas were taught
2 111
2 2 12
k 3 2 8
if 3 2 8
When four areas were taught
23
23
23
23
1
2
7
7
2h
2h
2*f
2h
1
1
3
3
18
18
18
18
In the vocational home economics departments there were none
that taught only one or two areas of home economics during a year<
When three areas were taught they were, with only one exception,
related art, foods, and clothing during the first year, and home
living, foods, and clothing in the second and third years. While
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there were none of the nonvocatlonal home economics departments
which taught all four areas during a year, there were 23 of the
vocational home economics departments that taught all four areas
during the first year, 2k that taught all four areas during the
second year, and 18 that taught all four areas during the third
year*
The textbooks adopted for the various areas of home economics
in the particular schools studied were, in most cases, one of those
on the state adopted list of textbooks for home economics (Table 2).
There were, however, some books other than those adopted by the
state, listed as the adopted texts in the schools. There were
two vocational home economics departments that failed to name any
adopted books for any of the areas and three that stated that there
were no certain textbooks adopted for their home economics classes.
One nonvocatlonal home economics department reported that only one
book was used to cover all the areas in their two year home econom-
ics curriculum. The only other books reported as being used in
addition to this one were various workbooks available for the dif-
ferent areas of home economics.
The textbooks adopted by the state for the various areas of
home economics are*
Home Living
You and Your Family - Moore and Leahy
Today's Home Living - Justin and Rust
Related Art
Art in Home and Dress - Trilling and Williams
Foods
Foods for Home and School - Greer
Everyday Foods - Harris and Lacey
CloWftfi _
Clothes for Girls - Todd
Fabric and Dress - Rathbone and Tarpley
Todays Clothing - Baxter and Latzke
13
Table 2. The textbooks adopted by the home economics depart-
ments •
Title
s «
i Authors :Nonvocational :VocationalJ'rotal
pome Liyfoig
Today's Home Justin and Rust 16 21 37
Living
k $Home and Fami- Justin and Rust 1
ly Living
k a 6You and Your Moore and Leahy 2
Family
Related Art * r* ^\/"N
Art in Home Trilling and 5 15 20
and Dress Williams
Foods
1 1Foods and Greer
Homemaking
16Foods for Home Greer 9 7
and School
Your Home and Greer 2 2
You
— jr
Everyday Foods Harris and Lacey 17 19 36
ClothAnfi
Today's Cloth- Baxter and Latzke 13 13 26
ing
You and Your Baxter and Latzke 2 6 8
Clothes \ — «a
Fabric and Rathbone and 7 h 11
Dress Tarpley m*
5Clothes for Todd 2 3
Girls
General Homemakin£
<h hOur Share in the Baxter, Justin and 1 3
Home Rust
The greatest number of different books used regularly in ad-
dition to the adopted texts were in the areas of foods and home
living (Table 3). There were Ih different books listed in the
foods area and 13 in the home living area. The total number of
home economics departments reporting books in the foods area was
lh
39 as compared with 23 in the home living area. Fourteen voca-
tional and 12 nonvocational home economics departments either
failed to report any other books, in addition to the textbooks,
as being used regularly in their classes, or stated that none were
used regularly.
Table 3. Other books used regularly in home economics classes,
Title Authors
: Nonvo- : Vo- »
:cational:cational:Total
Home Living
Behave Yourself
Simplified Nursing
Marriage and Family
Relationships
The Family and Its
Relationships
Today's Home Living
Personal Problems of
the High School
Girl
You and Your Family
Youth Comes of Age
Consumer Goods
The Girl and Her
Home
When You Buy
Girls 1 Daily Life
Living Together in
the Family
Related Art
The Mode in Home
and Dress
Art in Home and
Dress
Foods
Health and Achieve-
Foods and Family
Living
Vitality Through
Planned Nutrition
Health and Physical
Fitness
Allen and Briggs
Dakin and Thompson
Foster
Groves, Skinner and
Swenson
Justin and Rust
Miller and Lai tern
Moore and Leahy 2
Pierce l
Reich and Siegler
Trilling and Nichols
Trilling, Williams,
and Nichols
Van Duzen and others
Wood
Donovan
Trilling and Williams
Cockefair and
Cockefair
Gorrell, McKay, and 3
Zuill ' J
Davis 2
Goldberger and Hal-
lock
1
5
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
5
1
3
2
1
1
1
2
3
2
2
5
If
1
15
Table 3 (concl.K
: i Nonvo- t. Vo- I
Title 8 Authors tcational:cational«' fell
f9<A? % 6
- Foods for Home and Greer *f 2
School 4 it
Everyday Foods Harris and Lacey h k 8
Meal Planning and McLean 1 1 2
Table Service
It's Fun to Cook Maltby 1 1
Foods and Nutrition Silver 1 1
Practical Cookery Foods and Nutrition
Dept* K. S. C.
3 3
Better Homes and 2 2
Gardens Cookbook
Household Search- 1 1
light Cookbook
Health for You 1 1
Healthful Living 2 2
Clothing
You and Your Clothes Baxter and Latzke 5 1 6
Today 1 s Clothing Baxter and Latzke 3 3
Textiles and
Clothing
McGowan and Waite 1 1
Fabric and Dress Rathbone and Tarpley 2 2
" Your Clothes and
Personality
Ryan 1 1
Tailoring Manual Strickland 1 1
Complete Book of Talbot 1 1
Sewing
Clothes for Girls Todd
i
3
Singer Sewing Book 1 2
General Home Economics
Our Share in the Baxter, Justin and
Rust
3 1 h
You and Your Hoot Greer 2 1 3
Others
Etiquette Emily Post 1 1
Living Chemistry Ahrens, Bush, and 2 2
*
Fasley
The pupils in the nonvocational home economics departments
- purchased their own textbooks more frequently than did those in •
the vocational home economics departments (Table h). The school
16
purchased the textbooks in the vocational home economics depart-
ments in more cases than not, except in the areas of foods and
clothing. With only one exception in the home living and clothing
areas, and two exceptions in the area of related art, the pupils
in the nonvocational departments purchased all of their own text-
books. One vocational and three nonvocational home economics de-
partments stated that the pupils were not free to take the school
owned books home for study. Seven teachers in the nonvocational
home economics departments thought that the problem of textbooks
did limit the number of areas which could be taught during a year
and 21 thought that textbooks were not a limiting factor. In the
vocational home economics departments 10 teachers thought that the
problem of textbooks did limit the number of areas which could be
taught during a year and 21 thought that this was not a limiting
factor.
Table *f. Purchase of textbooks.
: Nonvocational :
: pupil : school :
:curchased t curchased
:
v
vocati<Dnal : Total
Area pupil t
urchasedJi
school » pupil : school
purchased Juurchased Juurchaaed
Home Living 20 1 16 18 36 19
Related Art 3 2 5 18 8 20
Foods 29 20 15 to 15
Clothing 28 X 19 12 h? 13
One book for
all areas
1 1 1 3 2 h
17
The amount of reading required in class by the teachers in
the nonvocational home economics departments varied from 10 min-
utes to ?0 minutes with a median of 20 minutes for preparation of
discussion lessons. The required amount of reading outside of
class varied from 1? minutes to 60 minutes with a median of 20
minutes. For the preparation of laboratory lessons the amount of
reading required varied from 10 minutes to 60 minutes with a
median of 17«5 minutes in class and from 10 minutes to 60 minutes
with a median of 20 minutes outside of class.
In the vocational home economics departments the amount of
reading required in class for discussion lessons varied from 10
minutes to *t0 minutes with a median of 20 minutes and for outside
of class from 15 minutes to ho minutes with a median of 30 minutes.
The amount of reading required for laboratory lessons varied from
3 to 50 minutes with a median of 15 minutes in class and from 10
to 30 minutes with a median of 25 minutes for reading outside of
class. Two schools in this group reported that 120 minutes of
reading were required in class for the preparation of a laboratory
lesson. As this would have left little or no time for the actual
lesson during the period very likely this question was not clear-
ly understood.
The reading done during the class period was more often read-
ing for the preparation of the next lesson rather than for the
current lesson (Table 5)» Five nonvocational and seven vocational
home economics departments reported that the reading done during
the class periods was confined to the adopted textbooks. Three
vocational home economics departments as compared with 15 nonvo-
18
cational home economics departments indicated that bulletins were
read during the class period. Twenty-three home economics de-
partments in each of the vocational and nonvocational groups re-
ported the reading of magazines during the class period*
Table 5« Use of reading during class periods.
t Nonvo- i Vo- i
: cational: cational* Total
Preparation for the current lesson 11 18 29
Preparation for the next lesson 2h 2U- k8
Confined to adopted texts 5 7 12
Other books 20 22 if2
Magazines 23 23 1*6
Bulletins 15 3 18
Seven nonvocational home economics departments stated that
the book lists for pupils in the textbooks were never used
(Table 6), The index was never used by 5 vocational departments
and 3 reported the fine print was never read. The questions in
the textbooks were checked by 6 vocational home economics depart-
ments
y the index by 10, and the glossary by *+, as some of the
teaching aids in the books that were always used. Five nonvo-
cational home economics departments checked the index, 5 checked
the glossary, and 6 checked the fine print as "always" used.
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Table 6, Use of teaching aids in books.
i Always
:non t »
sFreauentlyt Occasionally:
>* non.ivc .: non, « c, IB
Never
on,:voc.
Activity suggestions 1 11 lk 20 16
Questions 3 6 Ik 13 11 12
Book lists for pupils 1 5 3 9 16 7
Index 5 10 11 15 8 ^ 1 5
Glossary 5 h 10 lk 7 7 1
Fine print 6 2 3 12 8 8 1 3
Other 1 1 5 1 1 1
It was not possible to obtain complete information on the
amount of money spent annually for new home economics books as
any of the check sheets were incomplete and some failed to in-
dicate any definite amount of money. Fifteen nonvocational home
economics department teachers stated that there was no set amount
for the annual purchase of books, five reported that none was spent
or that none had been spent for the past three years,, and one
teacher mentioned that the buying of new home economics books was
limited each year to two of her choice* Eight vocational home
economics departments either failed to indicate any amount of mon-
ey or stated that the amount was unknown. The amount of money
spent annually for new home economics books in the 23 vocational
home economics departments reporting ranged from $7*50 to $70,00
with a median of &20,00, In the nine nonvocational home economics
departments that checked this question the amount of money spent
annually for this purpose ranged from $5«00 to $30,00 with a me-
dian of £12.00.
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In all of the vocational home economics departments material
presented, readability, and copyright date were points that were
taken into consideration before new books were purchased (Table 7)»
Twenty-five teachers in vocational home economics departments
checked pictures, 23 checked authors, 17 checked kind and value
of the teaching aids, and Ih checked how nearly the book followed
their own plans for the course as important features to take into
account before new books were selected for purchase. The material
presented and the copyright date were the two points checked most
frequently by the teachers in nonvocational home economics de-
partments, and the kind and value of the teaching aids were checked
the least often as points considered in buying new books.
Table 7, Points considered before purchase of new books.
| NonVocati*
1
oral i
:
Vocational : Total
Material presented 28 31 59
Readability 2h 31 55
Pictures 21 25 M
Copyright date 28 31 59
Authors 22 23 h5
Kind and value of teach-
ing aids
12 17 29
How nearly book follows
your own plan for the
course
13 1»+ 27
The home economics textbooks were used as the basis for the
plans for teaching courses by about half of the teachers in both
21
the vocational and nonvocational hone economics departments (Table
8), Twenty-four teachers in vocational and 18 nonvocational home
economics departments indicated they used textbooks as one ref-
erence source for teaching courses according to their plans.
There were no teachers in vocational home economics departments
that followed the textbook exactly by consecutive page assign-
ments! there were, however, four teachers in nonvocational home
economics departments who used the textbooks in this way. One
vocational home economics teacher added that she used the text-
books to encourage a variety of interest in reading.
Table 8, Use made of textbooks,
l
"'
1 " 1 "
'
"" «i lij i i i ——
—
: J I
8 Nonvocational t Vocational t Total
Followed exactly by con- k if
secutive page assignments
As one reference source for 18 2*f k-2
teaching the course ac-
cording to your plan
As the basis for your plan 15 17 32
for teaching the course
The reading materials—books, magazines, and bulletins,
—
were kept in different places in the various schools studied
(Table 9). The most frequent place in both vocational and nonvo-
cational home economics departments for the reading materials to
be kept was in the home economics room where these were to be used.
In five vocational and 16 nonvocational home economics departments
the home economics books were kept in the general library. These
books were kept in a home economics department library in eight
22
nonvocational departments and In 18 vocational departments
•
Magazines were most frequently kept in magazine racks in the
home economics room where the magazines were to be used, though
10 vocational and 11 nonvocational departments indicated that the
home economics magazines were kept in the general library. Four
nonvocational and 10 vocational departments kept the home econom-
ics magazines in a department library.
Home economics bulletins generally were kept on special
shelves in the home economics department. Five nonvocational and
seven vocational home economics departments indicated that bul-
letins were kept in a catalogued file. One vocational department
kept all the home economics reference books and nearly all the
bulletins in a small dark closet in the clothing room*
Table 9. Where reading materials were kept.
i Magazines % Bulletins
:nonvoc. :voc. »nonvoc , *voc . : nonvoc . Jvoc
.
General library 16 5 11 10
Home economics department
library
8 18 if 10 5 6
Hone economics room where
used
22 20
Special shelves in home 19 23
economic department
Catalogued file 5 7
Magazine racks in home 23 23
economics room where used
23
When the home economics books were kept in the general libra-
ry the pupils used these most frequently during their study hall
periods (Table 10), The books were used the least often during
the class period or in after school hours when it was necessary
for the pupils to obtain them from the general library. Ten
vocational and 10 nonvocational home economics departments re-
ported that the pupils checked out the books and studied them at
home*
Table 10. Use of books kept in general library.
: s
t Nonvocational i Vocational i Total
During the class period 1 5 6
During study hall periods 18 15 33
After school hours 3 5 8
Checked out and studied 10 10 20
at home
When the home economics books were kept in the general libra-
ry or in another home economics room the method most frequently
used in the nonvocational departments for obtaining the books for
classroom use was by teacher requisition (Table 11). The method
most frequently used in the vocational home economics depart-
ments was to have various pupils go after the books as they were
needed. This plan presents many difficulties and is usually in-
advisable if it entails disturbance of other classes or study halls
in progress. Eight nonvocational and nine vocational departments
provided special open shelves in the classroom for books from the
2*f
general library or from another room needed for a certain unit.
Table 11# How books are obtained for classroom use,
t Ilonvocational t Vocational i Total
Requisitioned by the 15 7 22
teacher
f 11
8 9
Various pupils go after 9 20
the books as needed
Special shelves provided 17
in the classroom for
books needed
Various systems for checking out books from the home econom-
ics departments were used in the different schools (Table 12).
In 13 nonvocational home economics departments the pupils signed
out a check-out card and gave it to the teacher and 13 allowed
books to be checked out by oral permission from the teacher.
Pupils signed and filed their own check-out cards in Ih vocational
departments and in an equal number of vocational home economics
departments the pupils signed the cards and gave them to the teach-
er. The system least often used by the vocational departments was
to check out books by oral permission from the teacher. In the
nonvocational departments the system least often used was that in
which the pupils filed his own check-out card.
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Table 12. Systems of checking out books.
t
t Nonvocational ? Vocational t Total
Pupil signs card and gives 13 1*+ 27
it to the teacher
Oral permission from the 13 8 21
teacher
Pupil files his own check- U- lh- 18
out card
The home economics magazines were used in a variety of ways
in the home economics departments (Table 13). As a supplement to
classroom work, as a means of stimulating interest in classroom
work, and as a reference source were the most frequently mentioned
ways the magazines were used in the nonvocational home economics
departments. The magazines were used the least often as pleasure
reading for the girls in the nonvocational departments. In the
vocational home economics departments the magazines were most often
used as a supplement to classroom work, as pleasure reading for
the girls, and as a reference source. One nonvocational home eco-
nomics department teacher added that she used the magazines as a
source of material for classroom reports.
Table 13, Uses made of home economics magazines.
t Nonvocational : Vocational t Total
Pleasure reading
Supplement to classroom work
Means of stimulating interest
in classroom work
Reference source
16 25 hi
21 29 50
22 22 Mf
22 2k k6
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The number of different commercial bulletins used in the home
economics departments and the number of copies needed of each dif-
ferent bulletin indicated rather an extensive use of commercial
bulletins in home economics classes as sources of reading material.
However, 10 nonvocational and six vocational home economics de-
partments failed to answer this question so complete information
is lacking. In the 26 vocational home economics departments that
reported, the number of different commercial bulletins used ranged
from 3 to 125 with a median of 20 and the number of copies needed
of each different commercial bulletin ranged from 2 to 50 with a
median of 17»5« The number of different commercial bulletins used
in the 20 nonvocational departments that reported ranged from 2 to
100 with a median of 20» The range for the number of copies need-
ed of each different commercial bulletin was 1 to 2^ with a median
of 15* The large number of commercial bulletins used by some home
economics departments would seem to indicate that in a few schools,
at least, the commercial companies were writing a considerable
amount of the material used in home economics classes and were in-
fluencing greatly the subject matter taught*
The commercial bulletins were used most often in the voca-
tional home economics departments as pupil references (Table lk)»
In the nonvocational home economics departments the most frequent-
ly mentioned use made of the commercial bulletins was as teacher
references. Seventeen nonvocational and 20 vocational home eco-
nomics departments indicated that the commercial bulletins were
used for pupil interest. One nonvocational hcrus economics depart-
ment teacher mentioned that she used commercial bulletins for
recipes and to teach skills in the laboratory.
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Table l*f. Uses made of commercial bulletins.
t
i Nonvocational
:
: Vocational
t
Total
Teacher reference 21 22 ^3
Pupil reference 18 27 M
Pupil interest 17 20 37
The number of college and extension bulletins used in the
home economics departments was much less than for the commercial
bulletins, though the information on the check sheets was incom-
plete. Thirteen nonvocational and five vocational home economics
departments failed to answer this question. The number of dif-
ferent college and extension bulletins used in the 17 nonvo-
cational home economics departments that reported ranged from
to 50 with a median of 5 and the number of copies needed of each
bulletin ranged from to k with a median of 1. In the 26 vo-
cational home economics departments that reported, the number of
different college and extension bulletins used ranged from 2 to
50 with a median of 10. The range for the number of copies need-
ed of each different college and extension bulletin was 1 to 27
with a median of 5* College and extension bulletins might have
been used to a lesser degree than the commercial bulletins be-
cause they are not as easy to obtain in as large numbers as are
the commercial bulletins.
The most frequent use made of the college and extension bul-
letins in both the vocational and nonvocational home economics
departments was as teacher references (Table 15). Thirteen
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nonvocational and 25 vocational home economics departments used
the bulletins in this way. The bulletins were used for pupil
reference in nine nonvocational and in 2^ vocational home econom-
ics departments. Four nonvocational and 10 vocational home
economics departments stated that they used the bulletins for
pupil Interest*
Table 15. Uses made of college and extension bulletins.
1
| Nonvocational
1
t
:
Vocational t Total
Teacher reference 13 25 38
Pupil reference 9 2h 33
Pupil interest h 10 l*f
Most of the teachers in both types of departments thought
that the bulletins were easily accessible to the pupils in their
classes* Twenty nonvocational and 21 vocational home economics
departments answered "yes" to this question. In four nonvoca-
tional and eight vocational home economics departments the teachers
checked that the bulletins were not easily accessible to the pupils.
The procedures and practices relative to the use of reading
that were followed in the home economics classes were many and
varied (Table 16). In both the vocational and nonvocational home
economics departments it was more common for the pupils to read
the assigned references and then discuss the material read than it
was for them to make reports or answer questions over the assigned
material. In 11 nonvocational and six vocational home economics
departments the teachers themselves frequently gave or told the
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subject matter orally to the pupils. Pupils were encouraged in
pursuing their interests in books and magazines in 18 nonvocation-
al and 20 vocational departments. In 16 nonvocational and 13
vocational home economics departments the teachers thought that an
interest was stimulated in the material taught so that there wis
a strong desire on the part of the pupils to read further. There
was evidence that the pupils were being helped to become self-
reliant and able to find reading materials and references for them-
selves in only 11 nonvocational and 19 vocational home economics
departments as it was only in these schools that the pupils were
frequently expected to look up their own references on topics.
Table 16. Practices and procedures followed in home economics
classes*
8 : *
t Nonvocational t Vocational t Total
Pupils answer questions over 12 22 3^
assigned references
Pupils discuss assigned ref- 22 27 **9
erences
.^
Pupils make reports over 18 22 w
assigned references
Subject matter given orally 11 6 17
to pupils
Pupils frequently look up own lh 19 33
references Q
Pupils encouraged to pursue 18 20 3*>
interest in books and maga-
Interest is stimulated in 16 13 29
material taught so there is
a strong desire to read
further
In general the home economics departments subscribed to, or
had access to from the general library, a wide variety of maga-
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sines (Table 17) . It was not possible in all instances
to dis-
tinguish the magazines subscribed to by the home
economics depart-
ment from those taken by the general library. Some
of the teach-
ers did not discriminate between the two. Others
did not indi-
cate which were subscribed to by the home economics
department
as all of the magazines were kept in the general
library. All of
the vocational and 27 nonvocational home economics
departments
subscribed to What's New in Home Bconomics and a large
number had
available Forecast, Good Housekeeping, Seventeen, and
Practical
Home Economics. A total of 22 home economics departments
sub-
scribed to at least one of the fashion magazines, Including
Glamour, Charm, Mademoiselle, and Yogue, which are all magazines
considered by the State Board for Vocational Education as maga-
zines to be selected after a minimum list had been met and
extra
funds were available or as teacher references. Only five nonvo-
cational as compared with 16 vocational home economics departments
subscribed to Parents 1 Magazine. There were no nonvocational and
only three vocational home economics departments that had avail-
able Consumer Reports or other magazines of this type. The 10
magazines subscribed to most frequently in the schools studied
were What's New in Home Economics, Forecast, Seventeen, Better
Homes and Gardens, Good Housekeeping, Hygeia, Practical Home
Economics, Ladies Home Journal, Parents* Magazine, and Modern
Miss.
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Table 17 • Magazines available to the home economics depart-
-
aents.
t 1
-
| Nonvocational $, Vocational i
5 5American Girl
American Home 8 3 11
Better Homes and Gardens 18 i ^5Charm h 1
Consumer Reports 2 2
Consumer Research Bulletins 1 1
ifCountry Gentleman
Farm Journal 1 *f 5
Flower Growing 1 1 21 mm
Forecast 22 25 h7
Glamour 2 2
Good Housekeeping 18 25
Home and Gardens 1 1
House Beautiful 1 1
Household 2 5
i 1Hygeia l»f 20Journal of Home Economics 2 2 k
_ Ladies Home Journal 10 1^ 2k
Life and Health 1 2 3
Mademoiselle h h 8
McCall's 2 9 11
Modern Miss 11 I 16
Parents* Magazine 5 16 21
Practical Home Economics 12 20 31
Senior Prom 8 8
Seventeen 22 2\ k6
Successful Farming 1 1 2
Teen Times 1 1
Vogue 1 1 2
What's New In Home Economics 27 31 58
Woman's Home Companion h k
The home economics books which were owned in excess of a few
copies were usually those on the state adopted list of textbooks
(Table 13) • The books listed covered all areas of home economics,
•
however, those in the area of related art were less numerous than
in the other areas. There were 307 different !books listed \with
a total of 5»177 copies in both the vocational and nonvocational
departments
•
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As far as numbers were concerned some of the home economics
departments had sufficient books in their library for the number
of pupils enrolled in their departments (Tables 19 and 20) , but
far too many of these books were old and unusable (Table 18) which
lessened greatly the apparent significance of the numbers. The
greatest number of books was in the areas of home living and foods.
The oldest book listed was a foods book copyrighted in 1889. More
than one-fourth of the different foods books listed were written
prior to 1930. About one-third of all the different clothing books
were written before 1930. Home economics books written before 19**0
are practically worthless for class use and the value of those
written during the war years up to 19^5 is questionable. It would
seem that there was a need for a re-evaluation of the books in the
home economics libraries and a plan made for the addition of new
ones and the discarding of the out-of-date ones. Much of the sub-
ject matter in the old textbooks is no longer accurate and appli-
cable and these should be replaced.
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There was a smaller number of home economics books per pupil
in the nonvocational departments than in the vocational departments
(Table 19) • The range was from .32 to U-.69 books per pupil. One
- nonvocational home economics department teacher did not submit a
list of books and one did not give the number of ]pupils enrolled
in her home economics classes. Several teachers :stated that only
a partial list of books was submitted so complete information on
the nonvocational home economics departments is lacking.
Table 19. Average number of home economics books
(nonvocational departments).
per pupil
: No. : No. different : Total no. : Average no.
School i pupils : books : conies : ner Duoil
1
«5f 9 22 M
2 73 25 88 1.20
I
76 >+3 56 .7h
21+ 5h 80 3.33
2.1+25 hi Qh 109
"
6 60 26 78 1.30
I
27 21 70 2.59
50
1 96
1.1+6
9
10
75
101
.51
.95
11 11 21 26 2.37
12 62 21 ?3 .37
8 »+677 s h572 .97
15 S 58 61 »+.6916 27 57 1.29
17 53 t3 59 .<*
18 31 15 16 .51
19
s
50 82 2.21
20 75 101 2.29
21 *+7 26 30 ,6k
22 M+ It lh .32
2
?2h if- to & 1.001.00
25 9 39 n 1.6926 16 1.65
27 12*f 39 73 .58
28 26 31 52 2.00
i
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Generally the vocational home economics departments had more
home economics books in their libraries than did the nonvocational
departments (Table 20), The range of average number of books per
- pupils was from ,83 to 6.41. Four vocational home economics depart-
ment teachers failed to submit a list of books. There were none,
however, that submitted a list that ; indicated that the list sent in
was imcomplete. One reason the vocational home economics depart-
ments made a better showing in books per pupil than did the nonvo-
cational departments maj' have been that many of these schools pur-
chased the texts used bjr the pupils • These books then were counted
in the libraries of the vocational home economics departments while
those purchased by the pupils were not counted in the libraries of
the other <iepartments
•
Table 20. Average number of home economics books per pupil
•
(vocational departments) •
1 No, s Nc>• different : Total no. x Average no.
School % TDUDilS 1 books : conies t X>QT DUDil
1 29 96 183 6.31
2 48 48 89 1.85
I 2?
80 162 2.71
54 69 216 4.00
I
35 79 225 6.41
1 ,
65 125
114
2.23
I
ko 2.65
42 73 113 2.69
9 ko 100 141 3.52
10 ko 26 55 1.37
11 46 62 209 4.54
12 47 96 108 2.29
£ 39 K 179 4.5857 127 2.22
15 37 9 31
U4616 50 19 73
17 52 37 136 2.61
- 18 3** 86 90 2.64
19 8 68 189 6.2320
46
51 1.18
21 37 117 3.16
22 27 32 47 1.74
g
2?
5P 60 66 1.32
g
ko
60
195
239
5.71
4.87
26 73 ko 178 2.43
1.0827 92 77 100
kS
The highest percentage of the home economics books were copy-
righted between 19*+0-19**9 (Table 21), Six per cent of the books
were written prior to 1920, Eleven per cent of the books were
written In the 1920-1929 group and 37 per cent in the 1930-1939
group. More than 50 per cent of all the books were written before
19*+0 and 18 per cent were written before 1930, Since many of the
teachers stated that they did not list many of their books which
were too old to use, the obtained figure may even be somewhat lower
than the actual figure.
Table 21, Date of copyright of home economics books.
1 No,
t different
of t
books : Per cent
Prior to 1920 20 6.25
1920-1929 38 11.87
1930-1939 120 37.28
19^0-19^9 1**2 Mf.37
1950 1 .31
There were few of the vocational home economics departments
that took advantage of the circulating library maintained by the
State Board for Vocational Education for home economics teachers
of day schools and adult classes. Nine vocational departments
answered "yes" to this question and 22 indicated they did not use
it. This service was not available to the nonvocational home
economics departments, but several teachers in this group mentioned
that they did supplement with books from city libraries.
*f9
SUMMARY
This study was made to provide school administrators, teacher
training institutions, and home economics teachers with informa-
tion regarding home economics libraries and the use being made of
the reading materials provided. Most of the 61 schools that took
part in this study offered three years of home economics.
More than two-thirds of the 31 vocational home economics de-
partments offered all four areas of home economics in a year dur-
ing the first two years. Slightly more than half of the vocational
home economics departments taught all four areas during the third
year. There was a greater tendency in the nonvocational home
economics departments to teach only one or two areas during a year.
There were only four nonvocational home economics department teach-
ers that taught three areas during a year and none that offered
all four areas*
It was the general plan, with only one exception, for the
pupils in the nonvocational home economics departments to purchase
all of their textbooks. In the vocational home economics depart-
ments about half the schools purchased the textbooks in the home
living, foods, and clothing areas and more than half in the area
of related art. Interesting, too, in this connection is the tend-
ency for schools that purchase the books to limit the number of
textbooks per pupil and to have the pupils use old editions of the
textbooks long past their period of desirability.
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The textbooks used In the home economics classes were princi-
pally the state adopted ones. More books were used regularly, in
addition to the adopted textbooks, in the home economics classes
in the vocational home economics departments than in the nonvocation-
al departments. In most instances the additional references used
regularly were limited to one or two books and many of the teachers
stated that they did not use any additional books regularly.
The reading done during the class period was most frequently
in preparation for the next assigned lesson. The amount of reading
required in class and out of class for lesson preparation varied
greatly. Reading was required for the laboratory lessons as well as
for the discussion lessons in most of the departments. There were
no great differences in the two types of departments. The median
for the nonvocational departments was 20 minutes for discussion les-
sons and 17,5 minutes for laboratory lessons and the median for the
vocational departments was 20 minutes for discussion lessons and 15
minutes for laboratory lessons.
Complete information on the amount of money spent annually
for new home economics books was not obtained as many of the check
sheets were incomplete. However, there was evidence from the few
home economics departments that checked this question that there
was slightly more money spent for the addition of new home economics
books in the vocational departments than in the nonvocational home
economics departments. The median for the nonvocational depart-
ments was 012,00 and $20.00 for the vocational home economics depart-
ments. Either amount would purchase only a few copies of books and
would not be sufficient to keep the library complete and up-to-date.
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The home economics textbooks were used as the basis for the
plans for teaching courses in about half of the vocational and non-
vocational home economics departments. About two-thirds of the
teachers used the textbooks as one reference source for the teach-
ing of their courses. Four nonvocational teachers followed the
textbooks exactly by consecutive page assignments.
Home economics magazines were used as a supplement to class-
room work in about 83 per cent of the schools and more than two-
thirds of the schools used the magazines for pleasure reading for
the girls, as a means of stimulating interest in classroom work,
and as a reference source. There was evidence that commercial bul-
letins were used extensively as sources of reading material for home
economics classes. The large number of commercial bulletins used
by some of the home economics departments indicated that the com-
mercial companies were writing and supplying a considerable amount
of the subject matter material used in home economics classes.
This practice may well be questioned as such materials are not gen-
erally regarded as the best source of subject matter for high school
home economics classes. College and extension bulletins were used
much less than commercial bulletins and were most often considered
teacher reference.
Though it seemed that little money was spent annually for the
addition of new home economics books, this did not appear to be so
for home economics magazines. The list of magazines subscribed to
by the home economics departments was long and offered a variety of
content. The magazines most frequently subscribed to pertained to
fashions and beauty. There were few that pertained to health,
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family life, or consumer buying. The home economics departments
that subscribed to Vogue magazine spent more for it per year than
the total amount used for the purchase of new home economics books
in many of the schools for the same period of time.
There was little evidence that the pupils were being helped to
become self-reliant and able to find reading materials for them-
selves. The pupils were expected to look up their own references
on topics in less than one-third of the home economics departments.
A large portion of the books were obsolete and useless for all
practical teaching purposes. More than half of all the books were
written before 19MO and 18 per cent were written before 1930. Only
slightly less than 20 per cent of all the different books listed
were written since 1°M. Because home economics text and reference
books 10 years old and more are out of date and out moded in most
every way and the value of those written before 19**5 is even
questionable, most of the books in these home economics libraries
were not serving the purpose of providing complete, recent, and re-
liable information. More than one-fourth of the foods books and
approximately one-third of the clothing books were written before
1930. The areas of home living and foods had the greatest number
of books, and the most recent of these were in the home living area
and pertained to child care and guidance, housing, and home and
family living. Many of the home economics departments that had a
wide variety of books had only one or two copies of each, which
were far too few to make the book of value as a class reference
book. The average number of books per pupil in the nonvocational
home economics departments was 1*2 as compared with 2.9 in the
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vocational home economics departments. If only the books copy-
righted in 19*f0 and since were counted, the per pupil numbers would
be only slightly more than one-half of these numbers. For those
books copyrighted since 19M the per pupil number would be less
than one-fifth of the numbers. Here again, reading opportunities
were limited by the number of available and usable books.
Home economics is a broad and rapidly changing field and is
therefore greatly dependent upon reading materials that are recent,
complete, broad in scope, and reliable. Most of the teachers, in-
dicated by their checking that they considered the use of reading
and reading materials important in the teaching of home economics.
However, their practices and those followed in their schools did
not seem to bear this out, as evidenced by the amount of money
speu'o annually for new books, the copyright dates of most of the
books, the small number of copies of the different books, the choice
of magazines, and the use made of the reading materials. Much more
needed to be done to keep the home economics library a constantly
growing and up-to-date source of reading materials and to make
effective use of these.
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Check List
KANSAS STATE COLLEGE
Department of Education
Home Economics Libraries in Kansas High Schools
Please answer the following questions in the blanks provided
by a check mark or by supplying the correct information. When you
have checked it, please place it in the enclosed self-addressed,
stamped envelope and mail it by April 21 to Kathryn Gates, 81«+
Leavenworth, Manhattan, Kansas.
1. Name of high school., _
2. Town - County __
—
3. Vocational (reimbursed) or nonvocational (nonreimbursed)
if. Number of years Home Economics Curriculum for girls is offered:
1 2 3 ; separate boys class ; separate mixed class
(boys and girls)
5. Areas taught in each year (check the correct area under the cor-
responding year)
AREAS 1st 2nd ^rd Boys
SOME LIVING
RELATED ART
FOODS
CLOTHING
6. Number of pupils now enrolled in each class: 1st vear
2nd vear 3rd vear Boys class mixed (girls and boys).
7. The adopted text or texts in your school for each area:
Home Living.
Related Art.
Foods
Clothing
One book for all areas
8, What other books do you use regularly in classes?
9. Check the areas for which the pupil purchases her own book.
Home Living Other
Related Art None
Foods One book for all areas.
Clothing;
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10# Check the areas for which the school purchases the books.
Home Living Other
Related Art None
Foods One book for all areas
Clothing
11. Are the pupils free to take the school owned books home for
study?
Yes
No
12. Does the problem of textbooks limit the number of areas taught
in a year:
Yes
No
13. About how much reading do you require for
(a) discussion lessons minutes (in class)
minutes (out of class)
(b) laboratory minutes (in class)
minutes (out of class)
l1*. Is the reading done during the class period:
preparation for the current lesson
preparation for the next lesson
other
.confined to adopted texts
.other books
[magazines
"bulletins
15. Are the teaching aids in the books used?
Always Frequently Occasionally Never
Activity suggestions
Questions
Book lists for pupils
Index
Glossary
Fine print
Other
16, What amount of money is used annually for the addition of new
Home Economics books ?
17« Check the points which are taken into consideration before new
books are purchased.
material presented pictures
readability copyright date
authors
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kind and value of teaching aids
3oS nearly it follows your plans for the course
other
18. Check the^^^^SSSSilvB page assignments
ZZIas one re^encl source for teaching the
course according
a^thrbasiffor your plan for teaching the course
19, Where are the Home Economics books kept?
_general library
Home Economics department library
other
e u iKUB-u« * J.^*— „ „- a<«
"in the Home Economics room where they are to
be used
20. Where are the Home Economics magazines kept?
.general library
Home Economics department library
JS.ST'SSS X'SJaS. Economies roo« where they ere
to be used
other —
21. Where are the Home Economics bulletins J
ePt?
*
special shelves in the Home Economics department
In the Home Economics department library
"catalogued file
other
22. If the books are kept in the general library,
when do the pupils
use them?
during the class period
"""during their study hall periods
other
"after school hours
"checked out and studied at home
23. How are the books obtained from the general library
or from
another Home Economics room for classroom use?
requisitioned by the teacher
"various pupils go after the books as needed
other
-SES5 ^nlhllves prided in'the classroo* for books
needed for a certain unit
2h* System followed for checking out books from the Home
Economics
department library.
*.M^ar>
PUPii signs card and gives it to the teacher
.oral permission from the teacher
other
Ijmpil files his own check-out card
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25» How are the Home Economics magazines used in the department?
pleasure reading for the girls
as a supplement to classroom work
as a means of stimulating interest in classroom work
other
_as a reference source
26, Approximate number of different commercial bulletins used in
your Home Economics department . Number of copies of
copies of each different bulletin
.
27, Uses made of the commercial bulletins,
teacher reference
other
.pupil reference
.pupil interest
28. Approximate number of different college and extension bulletins
used in your Home Economics department
.
Number of copies of each different bulletin
29» Uses made of college and extension bulletins.
teacher reference
other
jrapil reference
_pupil interest
30. Are the bulletins easily accessible to the pupils?
Yes
No
31* Check the procedures and practices which are followed in your
classes.
girls read assigned references and then answer questions
over the material.
.girls read assigned references and then discuss the material,
_girls read assigned references and then make reports over
the material,
.teacher gives the subject matter orally to the pupils.
_girls frequently look up own references on topics,
.girls are encouraged in pursuing interests in books and
magazines,
.an interest is stimulated in the material being taught so
that there will be a strong desire to read further.
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32. Check the magazines subscribed to by the Home Economics depart-
ment.
Forecast
Others
:
.What 1 New in Home Economics
^Parents' Magazine
"Good Housekeeping
.Better Homes and Gardens
.HyfcSia
.Seventeen
"Practical Home Economics
33* List any additional magazines relevant to Home Economics which
the pupils have access to in the general library.
3k* Do you make use of the circulating library from the State
Vocational Office?
Yes
No
35» List all of the Home Economics books in your school and depart-
ment libraries.
Copyright ":o.
Name Author date of copies
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KANSAS STATE COLLEGE
OF AGRICULTURE AND APPLIED SCIENCE
Manhattan
Department of Education
and Psychology
March 6, 1950
Dear Home Economics Teacher
t
A study is being made at Kansas State College to
obtain information concerning the home economics libraries
in a number of representative Kansas high schools. In this
we greatly need your help which will be mainly answering a
check list for us. If you will give us this needed assist-
ance please check the enclosed card and return it promptly.
Upon its receipt the check list will then be sent to you.
We appreciate your cooperation and thank you for
your participation in the study. The findings should be
valuable to all home economics teachers in the state
•
Sincerely,
(Mrs.) Kathryn Gates
Graduate Student in
Home Economics Education
(Mrs.) Lucile Rust, Professor
Home Economics Education
